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Pilgrimage Guidance before departure by the Department of Religious Affairs is required. So far its application is not effective since the materials are only conveyed in one-way communication without any dialogue. Thus, it is definitely necessary to have a reformation in the guidance method.

In general, this research is intended to develop the training model for pilgrimage guidance suitably applied in Regency of Gresik. In particular, it has the objectives to analyze the problems and expectations and to dig up and find out the wish of the candidate pilgrims and the pilgrims concerning with the pilgrimage guidance training related to the participants, materials, method, training and the suitable duration.

Population of this research are the whole candidate pilgrims for the year 2003/2004 registered at the Religious Affairs Department of Gresik District Office and also the Moslem community who have taken the pilgrimage to Mecca and got the pilgrimage guidance training. Samples of this research constitute 100 people consisting of 50 candidate pilgrims of whom 25 derive from KBIH (Pilgrimage Guidance Group) and 25 from Non-KBIH. Meanwhile, the remaining 50 people consist of the Moslem community who have taken the pilgrimage to Mecca of whom 25 derive from KBIH and 25 from Non-KBIH having got the pilgrimage guidance training.

Variables of research are the man (X1) namely the trainer and the trainees, the material (X2) namely the training materials and the method (X3) namely the training method and duration. Informants are selected by using the purposive sampling and snow-ball sampling techniques. Instrument applied for the research is the Questionnaire. The research takes place at the District Office of Religious Affairs Department of Gresik Regency. Data collecting procedures applied are questionnaire and observation conducted to KBIH and Non-KBIH. The available data are tested by means of Friedman Test; however for any arising differences will be further tested by multiple comparison. Level of significance used in this test is 0.05 (p ≤ 0.05). To test the model is conducted by t-test on 2 samples in pair for 30 samples.

The 44 respondents disagree upon the item stating that the participants are subject to a written test prior to the training (44%) and 1 person completely disagrees, 8 person sufficiently agree (8%). Meanwhile 36 people (36%) agree and 11 people very much agree to the written test prior to the training.

The respondents require model developments in training materials, in training method, in the trainer, in training media and in training duration. Meanwhile the t-test result indicates the difference in knowledge, attitude and practice of the respondents before after the training with the level of significance of 0.000 (p ≤ 0.05).
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